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Introduction 
The Naz Legacy Foundation promotes community cohesion and brings together young 

people, community, political and faith leaders to strengthen unity between diverse groups. Its 

mission is to help young people from minority communities and disadvantaged backgrounds 

by supporting their education whilst encouraging positive integration into British society. The 

Naz Legacy Foundation is working towards helping to create a more equal, fair, and 

representative UK society. Since 2016, The Naz Legacy Foundation has hosted Interfaith Iftar 

events during Ramadan to bring young Londoners from diverse faiths (or none) together to 

discuss key issues of the day.  

Previous events have marked several historic firsts, being the first Iftars held at Lambeth Palace, 

The Archbishop’s residence, St John’s Wood Synagogue and St Paul's Cathedral. During the 

lockdown, online Iftars were organised attracting over 75,000 viewers.  

This year in April, The Tower of London hosted its first Iftar in its 955-year history and this was 

followed by a second Interfaith Iftar, aimed at younger school-aged Londoners, at Tower 

Bridge.   

 

Tower of London (Photo by Getty) 

At The Tower of London event, young Londoners were joined by speakers The Mayor of 

London, Sadiq Khan; Imam Mohamed Mahmoud; Cardinal Vincent Nichols; the Chief Rabbi 

Ephraim Mirvis; the chaplain to the Speaker of the House of Commons Rev Patricia Hillas, 

Andrew Jackson, Reverend Cannon Trica, Sheikha Arzoo Ahmed and the Bishop of Willesden 

Lusa Nsenga-Ngoy. They joined representatives of organisations, charities, public bodies and 

others to share, breaking the daily evening fast of Ramadan together. Historic Royal Palaces 

were keen to host this historic event and show that it is open to address the Tower’s history of 

oppression and reflect on how things have changed. A spokesperson from The Tower of 

London said, “this is everyone's Palace and everyone’s place to be, so it is great to be able to 

host this event to celebrate and come together as a community” (BBC London News). The 

guests received a tour of the Tower’s Superbloom exhibition followed by speeches in the 
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Armoury. Following this, the young people were placed in smaller discussion groups (clusters) 

to discuss the role that faith communities can play in tackling the climate crisis. After the 

discussion, the guests marked the opening of the Iftar and shared food and continued 

conversations. 

 

The Mayor of London’s Selfie at the Tower of London Interfaith Iftar 

The Tower Bridge event hosted 20 young Londoners aged 14-30 from diverse faith groups (or 

none) to discuss what faith means to them, and how different faith groups can join forces to 

create positive and meaningful change. The young people heard speeches from Sir Andrew 

Parmley, Ridwana Wallace-Laher, The Bishop of Stepney, The Bishop of London, Imam 

Mahmoud OBE and Rabbi Daniel Epstein before coming together in their discussion groups 

(clusters). Following discussion time, the call to prayer was delivered by Imam Ishaaq Jassat to 

mark the breaking of the fast. The guests shared food and continued conversations.   

 

The Bishop of London’s selfie at The Interfaith Iftar, London Bridge 
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Media and social media coverage 
 

The Interfaith Iftar received media coverage from the following media outlets:  

The New Arab Tower of London hosts first ever Ramadan iftar (alaraby.co.uk) 

Religion Media Centre Planting the seeds of change: the Tower of London’s first interfaith 

iftar (religionmediacentre.org.uk) 

The Evening Standard Breaking Ramadan fast at the Tower is remarkable | Evening 

Standard 

Munsif Daily After Times Square, Tower of London hosts first ever iftar (munsifdaily.com) 

The Huffington Post My Ramadan Routine: Sadiq Khan Opens His Fast At The Tower Of 

London's First Iftar | HuffPost Life (huffingtonpost.co.uk) 

Television Coverage BBC London News BBC London News - Tower of London Interfaith 

Iftar 2022 - Bing video 

Naz Legacy Foundation Tower of London highlights https://youtu.be/DInZHIPEHmY 

Naz Legacy Foundation Tower Bridge highlights https://youtu.be/Y4xrtMQ9kgg 

 

 

The Chief Rabbi meeting The Mayor of London at the Tower of London Interfaith Iftar (photo courtesy of Huffington Post 

online) 

 

 

 

https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/tower-london-hosts-first-ever-ramadan-iftar
https://religionmediacentre.org.uk/news/interfaith-iftar-ramadan-london/
https://religionmediacentre.org.uk/news/interfaith-iftar-ramadan-london/
https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/breaking-ramadan-fast-iftar-tower-of-london-b992351.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/breaking-ramadan-fast-iftar-tower-of-london-b992351.html
https://munsifdaily.com/news/world-news/after-times-square-tower-of-london-hosts-first-ever-iftar/
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/amp/entry/ramadan-sadiq-khan-tower-london-muslim-faith-london_uk_6254051fe4b066ecde0937eb/
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/amp/entry/ramadan-sadiq-khan-tower-london-muslim-faith-london_uk_6254051fe4b066ecde0937eb/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bbc+london+news+interfaith+iftar&view=detail&mid=CD416CF42035B62AC6B7CD416CF42035B62AC6B7&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bbc+london+news+interfaith+iftar&view=detail&mid=CD416CF42035B62AC6B7CD416CF42035B62AC6B7&FORM=VIRE
https://youtu.be/DInZHIPEHmY
https://youtu.be/Y4xrtMQ9kgg
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The video highlights of the Tower of London and Tower Bridge Interfaith Iftars have received 

over 600 views on YouTube (as of May 2022)  

Our social media reached over 200,000 people over the month of Ramadan, with BBC coverage 

reaching over one million people across the England. British Muslim TV also covered the 

Interfaith Iftars and their live coverage reached over 500,000 people.  

Sadiq Khan’s Twitter post (below) received 293 likes and 61 retweets. 

 

 

Evaluation Method 
The evaluation utilised a post-event evaluation form that was distributed towards the end of 

the Interfaith Iftars and sent out via email to attendees following the Iftar events.  

The evaluation focuses on five key themes, 

1. Enjoyment and Inspiration: Was the event enjoyable and did it inspire?  
2. Knowledge and Understanding: Did the event aid individuals in gaining new 

knowledge and understanding (of other faiths or of issues surrounding climate change 
or that affect young Londoners today)? 

3. Improving access (to other faiths): Did the event enable individuals to meet people 
from faiths that they had not met before? 

4. Attitudes and values: Did the event help to change individual attitudes towards others 
or challenge their pre-existing thoughts? 

5. Behaviour and Progression: Did the event change peoples’ behaviour and/or inspire 
them to get involved in social action projects (that they were not aware of previously) 
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Sample Group 

42 people completed the evaluation forms (20 completed for the Tower of London event and 

22 for the Tower Bridge event). The respondents were predominantly under the age of 30 

years old, although the ages of the respondents ranged from 15 to 60 years old. The 

respondents were representative of several faith groups, Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, 

Hindu, and also those who follow other faiths or who do not follow a faith. The charts below 

show the age group and the faith of the respondents.  

            

Postcode data were mapped to show the areas of London the respondents (who provided 

postcodes) hailed from, 

 

  

15-19
14%

20-24
17%

25-29

26%
30-34
14%

35-39
5%

40+
7%

N/A 
17%

Age of respondents 

Christian
10%

Muslim
36%

Jewish
14%

Hindu
2%

Buddhist
7%

Spiritual/N
one
2%

N/A 
29%

Faith group of respondents
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Results 
The evaluation of the two Iftar events was able to show the initial impact of the events on the 

participants.  

 

Speakers at the Tower of London Interfaith Iftar (photo courtesy of Sadiq Kahn, Twitter) 

New experiences & improving access 

The Naz Legacy Foundation Interfaith Iftar’s were able to provide new experiences for 67% of 

the respondents. 83% of the respondents felt that the events had provided an opportunity to 

discuss key issues of the day and over half had not had the opportunity to discuss these issues 

with people from faiths other than their own before.  

  

 

67% of the respondents had not been to an 
Interfaith Iftar before (50% from the Tower of 
London, and 82% from the Tower Bridge 
event). This means that the Interfaith Iftar was 
able to provide a new experience for many of 
the attendees. The Tower Bridge event was 
particularly successful in attracting a new 
audience who had not experienced the 
Interfaith Iftar before.  
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51% of the respondents had never had to 
opportunity to discuss climate change or 
have meaningful dialogue with people from 
faiths other than their own before (35% 
from the Tower of London about Climate 
Change, and 64% from the Tower Bridge 
event about meaningful dialogue). The 
attendees who went to the Tower Bridge 
Iftar were less likely to have had this 
opportunity than those from the Tower of 
London event.  

 

 

83% of the respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that the Interfaith Iftar had 
provided them with an opportunity to 
discuss climate change or have meaningful 
dialogue with people from other faiths (or 
none). (80% from the Tower of London 
Iftar and 87% from the Tower Bridge Iftar) 

 

 

 

98% of respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that the events enabled them to 
meet people from a wide range of faiths (or 
who have no faith) at these events (100% 
from the Tower of London and 95% from 
the Tower Bridge event).  
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Enjoyment and Inspiration 

  

Some comments from the attendees that illustrate their enjoyment and inspiration are 

presented below,  

“Coming from South Africa and being new to the UK, this was a 

refreshing experience to see people from all faiths come together 

respectfully to celebrate an Islamic occasion. The setting was amazing, 

and the coordination of the event was professional. The media coverage 

was a lovely bonus. A wonderful experience and I pray that the NAZ 

Legacy Foundation is blessed with everything of the best to continue the 

sterling work”  

(Muslim attendee, 29, Tower of London Event) 

 

“Very welcoming. I met people of different faiths and learnt about them 

through vibrant discussion. It was an incredible experience and has 

cemented my passion to engage with faith communities” (Spiritual 

attendee, 27, Tower of London Event) 

 

“Wonderful experience, a pleasure to celebrate the interfaith 

community with my Muslim brothers and sisters” (Christian attendee, 

28, Tower of London Event) 

 

“Lovely evening and amazing people that had a lot of inspiring 

experiences to share. Great evening” (Muslim attendee, 16, Tower 

Bridge Event) 

 

“It provided a platform for different religious and non-religious groups 

to meet and have a meaningful discussion” (Buddhist attendee, 33, 

Tower Bridge Event) 

 

 

100% were inspired by the Interfaith Iftar 
events (100% agree or strongly agree from 
the Tower of London and Tower Bridge 
event).  
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“I'm glad I had the opportunity to come to this event. I met groups of 

interesting people and explore their faiths” (Muslim attendee, 16, 

Tower Bridge Event) 

 

Knowledge and Understanding 

The attendees at the Interfaith Iftar have the opportunity to listen to speakers and discuss 

with people from a diverse range of faiths (or none) and present and discuss their ideas with 

the speakers. 

 

The Mayor of London presenting at the Interfaith Iftar, Tower of London (Photo courtesy of Sadiq Khan, 

Twitter) 
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Following the Interfaith Iftars,  

  

One attendee commented, 

“It was very nice to hear from different faith leaders and their ideas 

about the importance of environmental conservation” (Hindu attendee, 

19, Tower of London Event) 

 

 

The Bishop of London speaking to young people at the Tower Bridge Interfaith Iftar 

  

86% of the respondents felt more 
knowledgeable about how people of all 
faiths can work together to have meaningful 
dialogue or tackle climate change following 
the Interfaith Iftar events. (90% from the 
Tower of London event and 82% from the 
Tower Bridge event). 
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Attitudes and Values 

The Naz Legacy Foundation aims to bring communities together to help them to recognise 

the importance of working together. The evaluation showed that following the Interfaith Iftar 

events, 

    

 

Behaviour and Progression  

One of the central aims of the Naz Legacy Foundation is to encourage discussion, promote 

understanding and inspire social action. Cluster groups were encouraged to work out ways 

that they could support each other in their own voluntary/social action projects or how they 

might implement some of the ideas that they had developed.  

The respondents were asked about their intentions to keep in contact with attendees who they 

met at the event or about their plans to work together towards positive action following 

attending the Interfaith Iftar.  

     

95% of the respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed that it is important for 
faith groups to work together to create 
change (climate change or meaningful 
dialogue). 95% from the Tower of 
London event and 95% from the Tower 
Bridge event.  

 

69% of respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that their group will try to make a 
positive change to tackling climate change 
(at the Tower of London event) or in 
tackling the issues raised in their groups (at 
the Tower Bridge event). 65% for the Tower 
of London event and 72% for the Tower 
Bridge event. 
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These initial responses indicate an initial positive movement towards future action that might 

arise from contact at the Interfaith Iftar events. A follow-up evaluation would be needed to 

establish what longer-term impacts emerged.  

Below are some comments from attendees that reflect their immediate thoughts on the impact 

that attending might have, 

Interfaith Iftar at the Tower of London: 

“That there is always more we can do as an individual but even more so 

when we do collectively as a community of faiths and beliefs. There is 

always more strength and a better impact when we all pool together 

for great causes which affect us all” (Muslim attendee, 60, Tower of 

London event) 

“This event has motivated me to do more to protect the environment 

and tackle climate change” (Attendee, Tower of London event) 

“I will continue to embed interfaith into my work and values as it is so 

important that we connect, build friendships and discuss societal issues” 

(Jewish attendee, 34, Tower of London event) 

“This event has made me more conscious of consumption and 

encouraged me to communicate with people of other faith communities 

more” (Hindu attendee, 19, Tower of London event) 

 

 

83% of respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that they will keep in contact with 
people that they met at the event (in their 
groups). 100% at the Tower of London 
event and 68% from the Tower Bridge 
event) 
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Mayor of London taking a selfie with attendees at the Interfaith Iftar at the Tower of London (photo courtesy of Sadiq Khan, 

Twitter) 

Interfaith Iftar at Tower Bridge 

“This event will have a good and lasting impact, it's good for me to see 

people of different faiths coming together” (Attendee, 23, Tower Bridge 

event) 

“This event has made me more knowledgeable about other cultures and 

religions” (Muslim attendee, 15, Tower Bridge event) 

“This event has helped me to Know Islam better, and to know my own 

religion and spirit better” (Buddhist attendee, 27, Tower Bridge event) 

“This event has been extremely inclusive and diverse. Following this, I 

will be more open to conversations regarding faith” (Attendee, Tower 

Bridge event) 

“It was really educational, it will make me think differently” (Muslim 

attendee, 15, Tower Bridge event) 

The two events show evidence of inspiring changes in behaviour, knowledge and 

attitudes and values.   
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Ideas and suggestions for improvements 
There were several ideas provided by the respondents on how to improve the events. These 

are presented below for each event. 

Tower of London 

● More time for discussion in groups (about faith and shared experiences in a supported 
and safe space) more time would allow for real dialogue rather than quick networking 

● Foregrounding about prayer spaces, seating for those that might need them, and topic 
and format of the discussion section before the event starts. Mentioning prayer spaces 
reinforces the inclusiveness of the event. Foregrounding helps people to prepare. 

● Marking the breaking of the fast traditionally (reading from Quran or call to prayer) or 
inviting a Nasheed artist to perform.  

● Have the discussion after the breaking of the fast if possible 
● Larger portions of food. 
● Name tags  
● More seating offered  

 

 

Breaking of the fast with a date at the Tower of London Interfaith Iftar (photo: Huffington Post) 

Tower Bridge  

● A wider range of speakers from other faiths (Hindu and Buddhist) 
● A wider representation of London’s diverse faiths and religions 

● Mix the groups more so that young people get to mix with other faiths (change 
tables halfway through) 

● More time for dialogue (informal as well as formal), and a longer event. 
● Encouraging everyone in the groups to participate 

● Attendees to pledge how they can work together 
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Young people enjoying the Iftar at Tower Bridge 

Future Ideas: What should The Naz Legacy Foundation do 

next? 
Attendees were asked about future ideas for the Naz Legacy Foundation. This question 

provided an opportunity to consult with key stakeholders to establish new avenues and ideas 

that the Naz legacy could pursue in the future. A range of different ideas was provided that 

are presented in the table below, 

Number Idea or suggestion 

1 
Work with young professionals to discuss how to impact climate change in the 

workplace (panel events) 

2 Work with young people to tackle youth violence  

3 Open up a dialogue about intersectionality within communities  

4 

Discuss key issues that impact (young) Londoners: housing, 

discrimination/racism, integration policy in the UK - and other issues that faith 

groups share and how they can tackle them together 

5 

More Interfaith events for under 25s to help them get involved with their local 

communities. Encourage discussion on local community issues that can be 

addressed by faith groups.  

6 
Open up a discussion with faith communities around mental health (and the 

stigma around it and asking for help) – adults and teenagers  

7 

Pursue other interfaith meetings across the year to discuss how people of faith 

feel, are represented or are perceived in the UK. Open-up discussion about how 

this can be resolved. Educating people and allowing a deeper understanding of 

different viewpoints and faiths.  

8 Work more with schools to promote Interfaith work/events  

9 
Events where young people are encouraged to lead activities and present their 

ideas to Leaders (a voice for the youth of today)  

10 
Create a social media platform to network and discuss these issues outside of 

the event format.  
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Recommendations 
The following recommendations are suggested for future Interfaith Iftar events, 

● Continue to attract young people who have not experienced an Interfaith Event 
before. Connect with faith community groups or schools and colleges where 
attendees would benefit from attending Interfaith events.  

● Support the younger attendees to work together to create positive change. 
Offer a follow-up event to work through ideas and formulate plans and cement 
networks or provide guidance on how to make ideas into a reality – perhaps talk 
about how the idea for the Naz Legacy Foundation was conceived and then how it was 
put into action to become something tangible.  

● Allow more discussion time and time for the young people to have a voice. 
Consider providing flip charts for each cluster group to present their ideas to 
others visually.  

● Provide a clear structure (agenda) at each table or verbally so that attendees are 
prepared for the events to come. Discussion topics could have been emailed in 
advance for attendees to prepare. Accessibility issues and prayer spaces could 
also be flagged in advance. 

● Provide seating (& more food). Consider changing the format from the high 
standing tables to circular tables with seating to provide greater accessibility for 
the disabled, elderly or for fasting attendees who would benefit from being 
seated. Ensure the food provided is sufficient for those breaking their fast. 

● Ensure different faiths are present. Attendees at the Tower Bridge event 
requested more representation from other key UK faiths, such as Hinduism and 
Buddhism. It may be also of interest to attendees to invite people from different 
branches of all faiths too (to illustrate faiths such as Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, 
and Judaism also have different sects as Christianity does) 

● Ensure cluster groups represent a good mix of the faiths in attendance 

● Providing follow-up events that continue the conversation and give young 
people a voice and opportunity to discuss key issues that affect them including 
mental health (as suggested by the consultation) Could link with an academic 
study Understanding Muslim Mental Health - News - Cardiff University  

● Consider starting an online closed group for social action between faith groups 
and networking  

 

 

https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/news/view/2625319-understanding-muslim-mental-health
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